Concept

Beating of Nature

Here henceforth tourists to sightsee the downtown areas of Keelung will increase.Therefore our
team decided to work on tourists who get on cruise to sightsee and people going about their daily
chores.Such like people like to appreciate nature so we made a captivating city design.The area
with the most captivating scenery is mainly occupied with roads so we introduced cartwheels and
a transportation system that allows walking.We designed structures to enhance a city with a lot of
fresh wind,tide, rain and green nature
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Traﬃc node
Keelung station will be the transportation base
in the city with a lay out of LRT. Here's the 2
Abroad

reasons why: ﬁrstly the city residents can use
LRT to smoothly access Keluung station.
Secondly, tourists can smoothly access the city
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's sightseeing venues from Keelung station.

